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Introduction 

Background 
The objective of the Green Offer is to help prepare companies for the low carbon, more resource efficient economy 

of the future whether a company is starting out on their green transformation journey or have already started. 

Scientific evidence shows that we must act now to limit global warming to 1.5°C to avoid the catastrophic 

consequences of climate change. This translates to halving greenhouse gas emissions every decade starting now to 

achieve net-zero emissions by 2050. 

The Green Offer is a grant which seeks to increase the agility and resilience of client companies to climate change 

impacts through the development of the capability of staff.  

Better environmental performance leads to improved resource efficiency and direct cost savings and can also 

increase access to customers who are demanding more environmentally friendly products and services.  

Environmental best practice, resource management and embracing the Circular Economy will enable organizations 

to decrease greenhouse gas emissions, reduce costs, and improve performance. 

Environmental sustainability should be integrated into all key business processes (e.g. strategy, supply chain 

management, operations, product development) and roles (e.g. finance, marketing, purchasing and customer 

service). 

The Green Offer includes the following assistance: 

1. Climate Action Voucher 

2. GreenStart 

3. GreenPlus   

 
For the period 2022-2026 (July 2026), the green offers – Climate Action Voucher, Green Start, and Green Plus - will 

be funded through the Climate Enterprise Action Fund. The Climate Enterprise Action Fund is a €25m fund, which is 

operating under Ireland’s National Recovery and Resilience Plan (NRRP) (2021-2026)1, and funded through the EU’s 

Recovery and Resilience Facility. The Climate Enterprise Action fund will hereafter be referred to as the Climate 

Planning Fund for Business. 

Climate Action Voucher 
The Climate Voucher is a technical and/advisory project of up to 2 days carried out by an approved external Service 
Provider directly with an eligible company. The voucher may be used to obtain technical and/or advisory services 
from approved providers. 

Eligible Projects must include developing a sustainability/decarbonisation/circular economy action plan. 

It is expected that this support will be delivered onsite and/or online depending on the focus of the project. 

A Service Provider will provide technical advice and guidance to the company green project team on one or both 

activities as outlined in the table below. 

Activity Project Scope 

Develop a 
Sustainability 
Action Plan 

Develop a sustainability/decarbonisation strategy and action plan. 
Guidance on setting appropriate sustainability performance measures, KPIs and targets. 
Guidance with alignment to suitable reporting and industry frameworks. 
Guidance on data collection and calculating carbon footprint. 

 
1 gov.ie - Ireland's National Recovery and Resilience Plan 2021 (www.gov.ie) 

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/d4939-national-recovery-and-resilience-plan-2021/
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Develop a 
Circular Economy 
Action Plan 

Understand the relevance of circular economy and innovation to your business. 
Carry out a circular gap assessment. 
Identify new opportunities for sustainable growth.              
Prepare a plan to identify and develop circular economy ideas for a more circular 
product, process or service. This means looking beyond the current take-make-waste 
linear economic model to a circular model that minimises waste and pollution by design, 
keeping products and materials in use and regenerates natural systems.  

Eligible activities do not include energy audits or consultancy for design, installation or commissioning, or project 

implementation.  

Note: SMEs with an energy spend >€10,000/annum that are not already mandated to get an audit are eligible for 

€2000 voucher towards an SEAI Energy Audit 

The project scope will be developed further between the company and the service provider. 

Eligible Costs 
Eligible Cost Elements Eligible Costs Eligible Grant 

External Training Advisory 
Costs   

Maximum of €1,800  
where the eligible costs are capped at 
€900 per day. 

Maximum of €1,800  
 
Based on a grant rate of 100% of 
eligible costs. 

Eligible Companies 

Applications for a voucher are open to Manufacturing or Internationally Traded Services who are existing or 

potential clients of Enterprise Ireland22 or Údarás na Gaeltachta (HPSU, Small, Medium, or Large).  

There will be a limit of one voucher per company in general, although Enterprise Ireland may offer further vouchers 

where a company has more than one distinct operation/location (to a maximum of 3).  

 

Ineligible Companies 
- Clients of the Local Enterprise Offices are not eligible. LEO clients are eligible for Green for Micro - Local 

Enterprise Office 

 

Irish Legal Basis   
- Industrial Development Act 1998, Section 7 (Functions of Agency) 

 

EU State Aid Basis    
- De Minimis Aid guidelines  

 

Eligible Activities 
- The voucher covers technical and/or advisory services related to the Sustainability of the business from an 

approved service provider up to a value of €1,800. A maximum daily rate of €900 per day shall apply. Project cost 

may be higher. 

- The assistance may be in the form of management consultancy / advice OR training of management or staff 

within the company or a combination of both.  

- It is expected that the assistance would be provided over a relatively short period but can be spread out over a 

maximum of 6 weeks. Projects lasting longer than 6 weeks can be approved by the programme manager subject 

to the final claim date. 

 
2 As of March 2022, the domestic traded services companies that operate in the residential sector may be eligible.  See Appendix 
1 for further details. 

https://www.seai.ie/business-and-public-sector/small-and-medium-business/supports/energy-audits/
https://www.localenterprise.ie/Green/Green-for-Micro.html
https://www.localenterprise.ie/Green/Green-for-Micro.html
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Environmental Compliance and Do No Significant Harm  
Selected projects must comply with relevant EU and national environmental legislation and in particular with the ‘Do 
no significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01).  
 
Specifically the following projects are not eligible:   

• activities related to fossil fuels, including downstream use1;   
• activities under the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) achieving projected greenhouse gas emissions 

that are not lower than the relevant benchmarks2;   
• activities related to waste landfills, incinerators3 and mechanical biological treatment plants4; and   
• activities where the long-term disposal of waste may cause harm to the environment.   

  
1 Except projects under this measure in power and/or heat generation, as well as related transmission and 
distribution infrastructure, using natural gas, that are compliant with the conditions set out in Annex III of the ‘Do no 
significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01).  
2 Where the activity supported achieves projected greenhouse gas emissions that are not substantially lower than 
the relevant benchmarks an explanation of the reasons why this is not possible should be provided. Benchmarks 
established for free allocation for activities falling within the scope of the Emissions Trading System, as set out in the 
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/447.  
3 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in plants exclusively dedicated to treating non-
recyclable hazardous waste, and to existing plants, where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of 
increasing energy efficiency, capturing exhaust gases for storage or use or recovering materials from incineration 
ashes, provided such actions under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity 

or in an extension of the lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  
4 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in existing mechanical biological treatment plants, 
where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of increasing energy efficiency or retrofitting to recycling 
operations of separated waste to compost bio-waste and anaerobic digestion of bio-waste, provided such actions 
under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity or in an extension of the 

lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  
 

Application, Assessment and Approval process 
Applications may be submitted at any time to Enterprise Ireland (i.e., there is no set call close date). However, 

applications should, where possible be discussed with the assigned Development Advisor prior to submission. 

Enterprise Ireland clients should use this link to find their Development Advisor in order to discuss their proposed 

project. With the agreement of the assigned Development Advisor, applications can be made through the Enterprise 

Ireland website.  

Companies will be required to provide their organisational carbon footprint as part of the application process either 

through completion of the Climate Toolkit 4 Business Carbon Calculator, GHG Protocol Corporate Standard, ISO 

14064-1 Standard or similar. 

Process Steps 
The high level steps; 

1. The Client/company makes an application online through the Enterprise Ireland website.  

2. The Application is processed by the Enterprise Ireland Green Help Desk to check validity (valid client, services ok, 

project in line with scheme). 

3. The Green Help Desk will contact the assigned Agency Advisor (DA) for input (assistance or otherwise).  

4. The Green Help Desk will forward all cleared applications for recommendation and approval.  

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en/Search/Find-a-Development-Advisor/
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5. Recommendation will be by the Green Programme Manager and Approval will be by an Enterprise Ireland 

Department Manager through an auditable system3.  

6. If approved, the company will be issued a letter of offer by email and will accept the letter of offer by DocuSign. 

7. After project is completed, the Service provider will invoice the company (including VAT where appropriate). 

8. The company can make a claim through the normal EI claim process, which will include; 

a. A report on the work that was done on the project (including a summary table for a register of 

opportunities captured as part of the project) 

b. A scanned copy of the Service provider invoice 

c. Proof of payment  

9. Once the claim has been reviewed by the Enterprise Ireland Grant Administration department and the final 

report cleared by the Green Help Desk it can proceed to payment.  

10. The company will pay any VAT due to the service provider and reclaim if appropriate in the normal way. 

 

Assessment of Applications and Approval for Payment 
This will be based on; 

- The needs of the company (as defined by the Development Advisor) 

- The project not having started before the application was approved and service provider assigned 

- The proposal being in keeping with the goals and terms of the offer 

- The Service Provider being approved as part of the Green Service Provider directory or by the Green Programme 

Manager.  

- The eligible costs being in line with the terms of the offer 

- Compliance of the project with DNSH requirements 

- A Final report being provided in order to clear for payment. 

 

Claims & Final Claim date 
- One claim allowed per project 

- One service provider per project  

- Company is entitled to claim based on time spent once the project is completed (or 6 weeks from the first 

engagement if the time is not all used)  

- Final Claim date is 6 months from approval date. 

 

GreenStart 

Overview 
GreenStart is a training project of up to 7 days carried out by an external Green Service Provider directly with an 
eligible company. The aim of the project is to improve the environmental performance of the company thereby 
increasing the agility and resilience of client companies to climate change impacts. 

The assignment will follow a methodology set out by the Enterprise Ireland Sustainability and Climate Team.  The 
project will typically extend over a period of 6 - 9 months.  

The grant is intended for companies unfamiliar with or lacking sufficient capability in environmental improvement 
methodologies. 

Eligible projects may include;  
- Guidance with basic Environmental Management Systems, 

- Guidance with developing a Sustainable/Decarbonisation Strategy and Action Plan, 

 
3 Sustainability and Climate Department manager, or where not available a Department manager as by nominated by an 
executive director 
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- Guidance with aligning environmental practices to global/Irish sustainability reporting initiatives, e.g., United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals, CDP, Origin Green etc. 

- Guidance with Life cycle assessment and/or Circular economy thinking, 

- Guidance with a range of activities including Carbon Footprinting, developing a Metering roadmap, Green 

Procurement, Green Tenders, Sustainable Packaging, Sustainable Logistics, Plastic Management, Developing a 

Biodiversity action plan, Climate Adaptation, Sustainability Benchmarking, Communications, Employee and 

Customer Engagement. 

 

Eligible Costs 
Eligible Cost Elements Eligible Costs Eligible Grant 

External Green Training 
Advisory Costs4 

Maximum of €6,300  
Based on 7 days Advisory Services where 
the eligible costs are capped at €900 per 
day. Actual costs to the company are 
based on market rates and may be higher. 

Maximum of €5,000  
Based on a grant rate of 80% of 
eligible costs. 

Ineligible Costs 
- General Consultancy including Market research, IT implementation, financial review and planning, HR consulting 

or Health and Safety training. 

- Consultancy for design, installation or commissioning. 

- Capital equipment, materials or travel and subsistence costs. 

- Energy audits mandated under the European Energy Efficiency Directive (SI 426 of 2014). 

 

 

Eligible Companies 

The GreenStart grant is open to companies who: 

- Are existing and potential clients of Enterprise Ireland5 or Údarás na Gaeltachta (Small, Medium or Large) 

- Have the capability and commitment to successfully complete the GreenStart assignment 

 

Enterprise Ireland will administer the Greenstart grant for this cohort of companies. 

 

In addition, the Greenstart grant is open to companies who are:  

• Micro-enterprises in the manufacturing and internationally traded services sectors (who have undertaken a 

Green for Micro, and for whom an additional need for assistance has been identified) 

• Small enterprises (employing between 10 and 50) who are operating in the manufacturing and 

internationally traded services sectors, and who are not currently clients of Enterprise Ireland/UnaG 

The Local Enterprise Offices will administer the Greenstart grant for this cohort of companies. 

 

A follow-on GreenStart project may be approved for clients that do not have a GreenStart/GreenPlus project under 

way, subject to the project bringing the company on a further significant step up in terms of capability rather than 

effectively continuing on with similar or closely related work.  

 

A concurrent GreenStart project to a GreenStart/GreenPlus project under way MAY be approved in circumstances 

where the Green Desk, DA & DM are satisfied as to the client’s rationale for carrying out concurrent projects. Every 

 
4 More than one provider may be funded where there are complementary skills required for the project. 
5 As of March 2022, the domestic traded services companies that operate in the residential sector may be eligible.  See Appendix 
1 for further details. 
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effort should be made by the client at the outset to scope out their green journey of activities to avoid concurrent 

projects.  

 

There is an absolute limit of 3 GreenStart project approvals per company. 

 

Irish Legal Basis   
- Industrial Development Act 1998, Section 7 (Functions of Agency) 

 

EU State Aid Basis    
- De Minimis Aid guidelines  

 

Eligible Activities 
- Advice and training on the principles and implementation of improved environmental methodologies 

- Advice on preparing a client company for a Sustainable Environmental journey 

 

Environmental Compliance and Do No Significant Harm  
Selected projects must comply with relevant EU and national environmental legislation and in particular with the ‘Do 
no significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01). Specifically:   

• activities related to fossil fuels, including downstream use1;   
• activities under the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) achieving projected greenhouse gas emissions 
that are not lower than the relevant benchmarks2;   
• activities related to waste landfills, incinerators3 and mechanical biological treatment plants4; and   
• activities where the long-term disposal of waste may cause harm to the environment.   

  
1 Except projects under this measure in power and/or heat generation, as well as related transmission and 
distribution infrastructure, using natural gas, that are compliant with the conditions set out in Annex III of the ‘Do no 
significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01).  
2 Where the activity supported achieves projected greenhouse gas emissions that are not substantially lower than 
the relevant benchmarks an explanation of the reasons why this is not possible should be provided. Benchmarks 
established for free allocation for activities falling within the scope of the Emissions Trading System, as set out in the 
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/447.  
3 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in plants exclusively dedicated to treating non-
recyclable hazardous waste, and to existing plants, where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of 
increasing energy efficiency, capturing exhaust gases for storage or use or recovering materials from incineration 
ashes, provided such actions under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity 

or in an extension of the lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  
4 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in existing mechanical biological treatment plants, 
where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of increasing energy efficiency or retrofitting to recycling 
operations of separated waste to compost bio-waste and anaerobic digestion of bio-waste, provided such actions 
under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity or in an extension of the 

lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  
 

Application, Assessment and Approval process6 

Applications may be submitted at any time to Enterprise Ireland (i.e., there is no set call close date). However, 

applications should always be discussed with the assigned Development Advisor prior to submission. Enterprise 

Ireland clients should use this link to find their Development Advisor in order to discuss their proposed project. With 

 
6 The LEO GreenStart Reference document outlines the Application, Assessment, Approval and Claims Process for LEO 
GreenStart projects 

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en/Search/Find-a-Development-Advisor/
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the agreement of the assigned Development Advisor, applications can be made using the Enterprise Ireland online 

application system.  

Companies will be required to give their organisational carbon footprint as part of the application process either 

through completion of the Climate Toolkit 4 Business Carbon Calculator, GHG Protocol Corporate Standard, ISO 

14064-1 Standard or similar. 

Application Steps 

1 The relevant Development Advisor (DA) discusses the case with the client company and if appropriate 

advises the client to complete an online application.   

2 The client company is responsible for the selection of a Green Service Provider / consultant to carry out 

the assignment. 

3 The client completes the application form online and submits. Note that a Financial Data Sheet (FDS) is 

not required for a GreenStart application. 

4 A Grant Applications executive generates the draft Proposal for processing through the Online 

Application Processing System (OAP).  

5 The application and proposal are sent to the Green Help Desk for review and approval based on the 

terms of the scheme.  

6 The final approval is through the Line management system by the DA and Department Manager. 

7 On receipt of Approval, Grant Applications issue the Letter of Offer.   

8 On receipt and acceptance of letter of Offer, client engages Green Service Provider/ Consultant to begin 

GreenStart assignment. 

 

Assessment of Applications 
The Commercial evaluation and assessment by the DA is based on; 

- Value for money for the State taking into account the performance against targets set in previous investments 

- The overall amount of State funding received by the company in the last seven years 

- How the plan is an integral part of the strategic development plan of the company 

- The development needs of the company 

- Previous track record in implementing any previously State funded projects 

The Green Desk evaluation and assessment is based on; 

- The proposal being in keeping with the aims and terms of the scheme 

- Green Service Provider approval 

- The eligible costs being in line with the terms of the scheme 

- Compliance of the project with DNSH requirements 

 

Claims 
- When the assignment is complete the claim with supporting documentation is submitted to 

IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com  

- Details of the claim process and documentation required are available here 
 

mailto:IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com
https://enterprise-ireland.com/en/Process/Companies/
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GreenPlus 
 

Overview 
A GreenPlus project is a medium-scale training project facilitated/assisted by an external environmental expert. The 

aim of the project shall be to develop a high level of environmental management capabilities, drive environmental 

efficiencies and achieve improved sustainability by establishing and embedding continuous improvement systems 

and behaviours. This will increase the agility and resilience of client companies to climate change impacts. 

In order to assist the change process within the company, the grant can also be used to cover part of the salary cost 

for up to 10 Green project team members over the project duration. The goal of the project team members is to 

develop and implement environmental best practice within the company by learning themselves and subsequently 

training others in environmental improvement tools and techniques. The project team members will be responsible 

for driving continuous environmental improvement and efficiency. 

Projects may vary in size and scope but will typically be 12 months in duration.  

Eligible projects may include;  
- Guidance with Environmental Management System to a level compatible with International best practice, 

- Guidance with developing a Sustainable/Decarbonisation Strategy and Action Plan, 

- Guidance with aligning environmental practices to global/Irish sustainability reporting initiatives, e.g., UN  

Sustainable Development Goals, CDP, Origin Green, etc. 
- Guidance with Life cycle assessment and/or Circular economy thinking, 

- Guidance with a range of activities including Carbon Footprinting, Green Procurement, Green Tenders, 

Sustainable Packaging, Sustainable Logistics, Plastic Management, Communications, Employee and Customer 

Engagement. 

 

Eligible Costs   
Eligible Cost Elements   Eligible Costs   Eligible 

Grant   

External and Internal Training and Advisory 
costs. 
 
 
External Green Training and Advisory costs 
provided by one or more Service Providers. 
 
 
Trainees’ (up to 10 company ‘Green project 
team members’) salary costs for the hours 
during which the trainees participate in the 
training. 
 
Training Course fees where applicable for 
specialised external courses that drive the 
project goals. 

Up to €100,000 in eligible expenditure. 
Actual spend by the company on the project may 
be higher. 
 
Eligible external training costs are capped at €900 
per day. Actual costs to the company are based on 
market rates and may be higher. 
 
Up to 50% of the total project cost, subject to a 
combined maximum of 250 days with a maximum 
of 100 days per internal project team member at a 
maximum assisted rate of €200 per day. 

Up to 50% 
of eligible 
costs up to 
a maximum 
of €50,000 

 

Ineligible Costs 
- General Consultancy including Market research, IT implementation, financial review and planning, HR consulting 

or Health and Safety training. 

- Consultancy for design, installation or commissioning. 
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- Capital equipment, materials or travel and subsistence costs. 

 

Eligible Companies 
The GreenPlus grant is open to companies who: 

- Are existing and potential clients of Enterprise Ireland7 or Údarás na Gaeltachta (Small, Medium or Large) 

- Have the capability and commitment to successfully complete the GreenPlus assignment 

 

A follow-on GreenPlus project MAY be approved subject to the project bringing the company on a further significant 

step up in terms of capability rather than effectively continuing on with similar or closely related work.  

 

A concurrent GreenPlus project to a GreenStart/GreenPlus project under way MAY be approved in circumstances 

where the Green Desk, DA & DM are satisfied as to the client rationale for carrying out concurrent projects. Every 

effort should be made by the client at the outset to scope out their green journey of activities to avoid concurrent 

projects.  

 

There is an absolute limit of 3 GreenPlus project approvals per company. 

 

Ineligible Companies 
- HPSU clients in receipt of EI Investment funding are not eligible for a period of 3 years after the investment. 

- Clients of the Local Enterprise Offices are not eligible. 

 

Irish Legal Basis   
- Industrial Development Act 1998, Section 7 (Functions of Agency), 

- Industrial Development Act 1986, Section 28 (Training grants) 

 

EU State Aid Basis    
- General Block Exemption regulation 2014-2020 (Training aid) for SMEs or Large companies. 

 

Eligible Activities 
Eligible activities relate primarily to training of company personnel either by the external training service provider(s) 

or by the in-company Project team members to others within the company. The external service providers may also 

provide advisory services linked to the training projects (e.g., advice and guidance on training programme 

implementation and appraisal as well as benchmarking or diagnostics as appropriate).  

Training will generally take the form of classroom-based instruction, workshops, demonstrations or simulations. This 

can also include practical hands-on activities, project-based training challenges and coaching if specified as part of a 

structured training programme. Training may also be delivered online or remotely using e-Learning, Conferencing, or 

Virtual / Augmented reality technologies for instance. 

For GreenPlus projects, assisted training may include; 

- Applying international environmental best practices and standards to a level compatible with ISO 14001 

(Environmental Management Systems Standard), ISO 50001 (Energy Management Standard), ISO 14064 Carbon 

Management Standard, GHG protocol, Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS) or other relevant training around 

climate change resilience for the company 

- Training on Lean or other similar process methodologies 

 
7 As of March 2022, the domestic traded services companies that operate in the residential sector may be eligible.  See Appendix 
1 for further details. 
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- Specialised external courses that deliver the project goals such as Sustainabilty and Climate Change programmes 
or similar courses in Innovation related topics e.g Circular Economy/Ecodesign. This does not extend to more 
generic longer courses such as MBA programmes 

 

Environmental Compliance and Do No Significant Harm  
Selected projects must comply with relevant EU and national environmental legislation and in particular with the ‘Do 
no significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01). Specifically:   

• activities related to fossil fuels, including downstream use1;   
• activities under the EU Emission Trading System (ETS) achieving projected greenhouse gas emissions 
that are not lower than the relevant benchmarks2;   
• activities related to waste landfills, incinerators3 and mechanical biological treatment plants4; and   
• activities where the long-term disposal of waste may cause harm to the environment.   

  
1 Except projects under this measure in power and/or heat generation, as well as related transmission and 
distribution infrastructure, using natural gas, that are compliant with the conditions set out in Annex III of the ‘Do no 
significant harm’ Technical Guidance (2021/C58/01).  
2 Where the activity supported achieves projected greenhouse gas emissions that are not substantially lower than 
the relevant benchmarks an explanation of the reasons why this is not possible should be provided. Benchmarks 
established for free allocation for activities falling within the scope of the Emissions Trading System, as set out in the 
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/447.  
3 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in plants exclusively dedicated to treating non-
recyclable hazardous waste, and to existing plants, where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of 
increasing energy efficiency, capturing exhaust gases for storage or use or recovering materials from incineration 
ashes, provided such actions under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity 

or in an extension of the lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  
4 This exclusion does not apply to actions under this measure in existing mechanical biological treatment plants, 
where the actions under this measure are for the purpose of increasing energy efficiency or retrofitting to recycling 
operations of separated waste to compost bio-waste and anaerobic digestion of bio-waste, provided such actions 
under this measure do not result in an increase of the plants’ waste processing capacity or in an extension of the 

lifetime of the plants; for which evidence is provided at plant level.  

 

Application, Assessment and Approval process 
Applications may be submitted at any time to Enterprise Ireland (i.e., there is no set call close date). However, 

applications should always be discussed with the assigned Development Advisor prior to submission. Enterprise 

Ireland clients should use this link to find their Development Advisor in order to discuss their proposed project. With 

the agreement of the assigned Development Advisor, applications can be made using the Enterprise Ireland online 

application system.  

Companies will be required to give their orgainisational carbon footprint as part of the application process either 

through completion of the Climate Toolkit 4 Business Carbon Calculator, GHG Protocol Corporate Standard, ISO 

14064-1 Standard or similar. 

Application Steps 

1 The relevant Development Advisor (DA) discusses the case with the client company and if appropriate 

advises the client to complete an online application.   

2 The client company is responsible for selection of a Green Service Provider / Consultant to carry out 

assignment. 

https://enterprise-ireland.com/en/Search/Find-a-Development-Advisor/
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3 The client completes the application form online and submits. The client completes the GreenPlus 

training plan and submits to green@enterprise-ireland.com Note that a Financial Data Sheet (FDS) is not 

normally required for a GreenPlus application.  

4 A Grant Applications executive generates the draft Proposal for processing through the Online 

Application Processing System (OAP).  

5 The application and proposal are sent to the Green Help Desk for review and approval based on the 

terms of the scheme.  

6 The final approval is through the Line management system by the DA and Department Manager. 

7 On receipt of Approval, Grant Applications issue the Letter of Offer. 

8 On receipt and acceptance of letter of Offer, client engages Green Service Provider/Consultant to begin 

the project assignment.  

 

Assessment of Applications 
The Commercial evaluation and assessment by the DA is based on; 

- Value for money for the State taking into account the performance against targets set in previous investments 

- The overall amount of State funding received by the company in the last seven years 

- How the plan is an integral part of the strategic development plan of the company 

- The financial track record of the company 

- The development needs of the company 

- Previous track record in implementing any previously State funded projects 

 

The Green Desk evaluation and assessment is based on; 

- The proposal being in keeping with the aims and terms of the scheme 

- Green Service Provider approval 

- The eligible costs being in line with the terms of the scheme 

- Compliance of the project with DNSH requirements 

 

Claims 
- A maximum of 2 claims can be made; an interim claim and a second final claim 

- An interim claim can be made at any time after expenditure has been incurred, the interim claim and supporting 

documentation are submitted to IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com  

- When the assignment is complete the final claim with supporting documentation are submitted to 

IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com  

- Details of the claim process and documentation required are available here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:green@enterprise-ireland.com
mailto:IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com
mailto:IndustryGrantClaims@enterprise-ireland.com
https://enterprise-ireland.com/en/Process/Companies/
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Appendix 1: Housing for All – Green Offer Eligibility Criteria 

 

1. Background and purpose of this Appendix: 

 

On September 2nd 2021 the housing for All plan was announced by Government. Under Pathway five of the plan 

Enterprise Ireland has been tasked with providing productivity, innovation and research supports to the domestic 

residential construction industry.  

 

Action 23.4 reads “Expand the role of enterprise agencies to include funding and supports for innovation and 

productivity related projects in the domestic residential construction sector, with funding for research, innovation and 

productivity to be provided, commensurate with the scale of construction in the domestic economy and in compliance 

with State Aid rules.” 

 

Several existing Enterprise Ireland offers are being utilised to deliver on these actions. The Housing for All plan also 

sets out that new housing should be built with environmental sustainability as a core consideration. Acknowledging 

this, where clients are undertaking productivity or innovation projects that present complimentary requirements for 

enhanced sustainability Enterprise Ireland’s Green offers may be made available to them. This Appendix sets out the 

specific eligibility and other criteria required to make the Green Offer compatible with Housing for All.  

2. Product Details  

2.1 Funding, Including Eligible Expenditure and Ineligible Expenditure 

Applicants for the Housing for All Offer must meet the specific eligibility and other requirements for the Green Offer 

in accordance with the Reference Document for that offer, subject to the additional specific criteria outlined in this 

Appendix. This includes all funding being awarded in accordance with the Legal and State Aid Frameworks that govern 

each Green Offer. 

2.2 Eligible Applicants and Ineligible Applicants  

In addition to the established eligibility criteria for the Green Offer, the offer is also available to companies who qualify 

for Enterprise Ireland’s Housing for All Offer. Applicants who qualify for the Housing for All Offer are exempt from the 

requirement of being an existing or potential client of Enterprise Ireland and Údarás na Gaeltachta to avail of the 

Green Offer. Being a client of a Local Enterprise Office is not a disqualifier, provided the applicant qualifies for the 

Housing for All Offer.  

 

Enterprise Ireland’s Housing for All Offer is open to Irish companies who employ 10 or more full time people 

equivalents working in homebuilding and can demonstrate an ability to deliver on the objectives of this fund.  This 

includes, but is not limited to: 

 

• Contractors; 

• Builder developers; 

• Sub-contractors;  

• Modern Methods of Construction manufacturing companies. 
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Ineligible Companies 

Enterprise Ireland’s Housing for All Offer is not open to companies that meet any one (or more than one) of the below 

criteria: 

• Property developers who do not self-perform any construction work.  

• Companies employing less than 10 full time people. 

• Companies that currently derive less than 20% of annual revenue from the homebuilding sector and do not 

have a validated plan to achieve this objective, this plan being satisfactory to Enterprise Ireland. Large 

companies that may have less than 20% revenue derived from homebuilding but are considered to be capable 

of delivering substantial numbers of units will also be considered.  

• Do not meet the eligibility criteria as outlined in this Appendix 

• Are operating in the coal or steel sector. 

• Are active in the primary agricultural, fishery or aquaculture sectors. 

• Are covered by specific rules for Financial Services.8 

• Include or relate to activities that Enterprise Ireland considers as ineligible or as involving an unacceptable 

reputational risk. Ineligible activities include activities relating to: 

o The gambling sector, including ‘gaming’ (as defined in the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1956). 

o Adult entertainment. 

o Tobacco products.  

o Cannabis-based products which are not authorised as medicines. 

 

Note: In 2022, under this fund, eligible companies can apply for multiple projects up to a maximum of €500k per 

undertaking. Funding above this level will be approved in exceptional cases and will be subject to review. 

In addition, it is expected that a company will not be availing of more than one offer under Housing for All at one time.  

3. Application, Evaluation and Approval Process  

3.1 Eligible Application 

The application documentation required is the same as required for the Green Offer with one additional document 

requested to facilitate an eligibility and package sizing assessment. This document is a simple excel table which detail 

the company’s total revenue, the percentage derived from homebuilding, number of employees and the number of 

housing units delivered over a seven-year period and a brief housing impact statement. This is two previous years, 

current year and four future years.  

 

  

 
8 Financial institutions are those included in the Communication from the Commission on the application, from 1 August 2013, of the State aid 

rules to support measures in favour of banks in the context of the financial crisis (‘Banking Communication’) (OJ C 216, 30.7.2013, p. 1). 
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3.2 Application Process 

 

Inquiries − In bound inquiries to the Enterprise Ireland webpage on these supports 
will direct people to contact an email address for further information. The 
Enterprise Ireland Housing team will engage with the potential applicant 
to initiate the assessment of eligibility. 

Assessment 
of Eligibility: 

− Step 1: Applicants will complete a Housing Impacts Statement, setting out 
the following:  

− table of current and projected residential and other activities, 

− statement of housing impacts arising from the proposed project.  
 

− Step 2: The Housing Impacts Statement will be assessed to determine 
project eligibility and maximum grant per job. 

 

Client 
Registration: 
 

− Non-EI clients will be registered as temporary clients on the CES. 
 

Application 
Process: 

− Following assessment of a Housing Impacts Statement, a formal 
application will be submitted using existing application documents. The 
current process for the management of these applications will be used.  

− The current commercial and technical due diligence process will be 
conducted. This will include the project team analysing the nature of the 
project for the purpose of determining package size.  

Approval 
Process: 

− The only change to existing approval processes will be the inclusion of a 
Housing Impacts Statement in the online or Committee proposal 
document. 

Post 
Approval 

− Projects will be tagged on the CES as Housing for All related by the 
Housing team (TBC) 

 

Inquiries from ineligible companies or companies with ineligible projects will be adjudicated on by the Department 

Manager responsible for Housing and recorded by the Housing team. Appeals to these decisions will be directed to 

the Secretary of the Enterprise Ireland Board.  

 

 

3.3 Evaluation and Approval Process 

Applications received will be processed within the current Enterprise Ireland approvals structures for the Green Offer 

with the same grant aid limits being applied.  
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Assessment Process 

 

The Value for Money measures of cost per job and Cost Benefit ratio will continue to be relevant. There is no 

requirement for projects to show exports or export growth and as such an alternate assessment is required to ensure 

that the objectives of the initiate are being achieved, namely: A productivity or innovation project must have a 

demonstrable impact on homebuilding by accelerating the delivery of new homes and/or reducing the cost of home 

building. 

 

3.3.1 Assessment Process for the Climate Action Voucher Green Start 

In addition to the assessment process established for the Climate Action Voucher Green Start, the applicant must also 

be undertaking a productivity or innovation project that satisfies the assessment process that has been established 

for Introductory Projects under the Housing for All Offer.  This is detailed below: 

 

Introductory Projects 

• Introductory Projects (of €10k grant aid or less) must satisfy the eligibility criteria of number of employees, 

having 20% of revenue derived from Homebuilding and that the intention of the project will support 

productivity or efficiency improvements. 

 

3.3.2 Assessment Process for Green Plus 

In addition to the assessment process established for the Green Plus Offer, the applicant must also be undertaking a 

productivity or innovation project that satisfies the assessment process that has been established for Explorative 

Offerings under the Housing for All Offer. This is detailed below: 

 

Explorative Offerings 

• Explorative projects of up to €50k grant aid will require evidence that the project to be undertaken can directly 

impact on the company’s capability to deliver to the homebuilding industry more productively or generate 

efficiencies which will reduce cost of construction.  

 

3.4 Closing Date for Applicants  

This offer will be open to the domestic residential industry from March 2022 until the end of 2024 or until advised by 

Government.  

 

3.5 Post Approval Claims Process 

The existing claims process will be used to draw down funding. The Development Advisors in the Housing team will 

provide claims clearance for the new temporary clients.  

 


